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Mini Review
Humans cannot utilize most foods without critical minerals
and enzymes responsible for digestion and absorption. Though
mineral nutrients are essential nutrients, the body requires
them in small, precise amounts. We require them in the form
found in crops and they can be classified into three different
categories: major, secondary, and micro or trace minerals. This
classification is based upon their requirement rather than on
their relative importance

Micronutrients play an important role in energy
production, haemoglobin synthesis, maintenance of bone
health, and protection of body against oxidative damage [1].
Mineral nutrition in humans is defined as the process by
which substances in foods are transformed into body tissues
and provide energy for the full range of physical and mental
activities that make up human life. For example, because
reversing iron deficiency anemia can require 3-6 months, it
is advantageous to begin nutrition intervention before iron
deficiency anemia develops [2,3].
In my previous work we provedthat ingestion of ironenriched yeast is more efficient than inorganic treatment in
recovery from iron deficiency, including tissue recovery in rats
[4].
Our recent studies (not published yet) showed that there
was no effect of iron salt addition on the production yield when
we used molasses growth medium, which is the industrial
medium used for baker’s yeast production, for production
of iron enriched yeast. Furthermore, sensory tests of bread
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produced using iron enriched yeast didn’t show any significant
difference than the bread produced using ordinary baker’s
yeast.
So if mineral enriched yeast produced commercially, and
used in bread and pastry products this may lead to a revolution
in preventing and/or curing mineral deficiency related
diseases (such as iron deficiency anemia) and also improves
the life of many other diseases, like some cancers and Asthma.

Research in production of mineral enriched baker’s yeast
will be of high impact scientifically, commercially and on public
health levels as it will be a world changing research which can
treat and protect from different micronutrients deficiencies
(iron, zinc, magnesium…). A lot of money can be invested to
commercialize these products through either pharmaceutical
industry or food industry in addition to nutrition improvement
for treatment and prevention of mineral deficiencies.
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